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Ratings
Overall: 7
Sensuality: 7
Fantasy Element: 9

Reviewer Comments: Jean Johnson gives readers the second in her Sons of Destiny
series with her latest paranormal fantasy The Wolf. Readers who found the first novel
compelling, will not be disappointed, as Johnson continues to follow the story of these
Mage sons exiled to Nightfall Isle. Johnson has created a world filled with beauty, magic
and fantasy that readers are sure to enjoy filled with possibilities.
Shapeshifter and second cursed brother Wolfer has made it through his time in exile by
finding solace in the small braid of hair around his wrist. Given to him by his childhood
friend, Alys, this braid has always soothed his spirit and brought strength when times
seem tough. He often dreams of the day that he will see her again. When she appears on
the Isle, he cannot help but meet his destiny and fall in love.
Since the death of her parents, Alys has spent her time living with her uncle and being
forced to do his bidding. Caught in a trap of powerful magic, Alys has been frightened for
her life and the lives of the brothers as she has seen her uncle do evil and illegal magic to
get rid of the brothers. Now, thanks to the help of her friend, Morganen, she has found a
way to escape her uncle. Her only hope is to get to Nightfall Isle and ask the brothers for
their help. Soon she is rescued by the one brother that she has loved her entire life-Wolfer. But her Uncle still pursues her and the knowledge of her part in his deception
may keep her from meeting her destiny.
Jean Johnson’s The Wolf is a fantastical paranormal that readers will enjoy. Building a
great cast of characters, Johnson brings readers into the story quickly. Readers don’t need
to have read the first in the series to enjoy this story. Johnson adds plenty of passion and
pleasure to her story. Also she includes some great magic and fast action sequences that
will pull the reader into the story and keep them reading more. Adding the to the charm,
is the character of Alys with her duel personality of bold and shy, she has also been given
enough fire to confuse her soon to be paramour. The world created in The Wolf is unique
and fun readers can’t help but enjoy this story.

